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Changes in hindfoot alignment after total knee ... 

Aug 16, 2016 - Hindfoot alignment showed greater reliance on increasing varus of the mechanical alignment of the knee joint preoperatively (P = 0.04, p < 0.05) and postoperatively (P = 0.04, p = 0.05). The post-operative 1- and 2-year hindfoot alignment angles were 2.2° (1.2) valgus and 2.2° (1.1) valgus, respectively.
Alignment of the hindfoot in total knee arthroplasty: a ...

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338150609

Background: It has been shown that total knee arthroplasty (TKA) can correct the alignment of the lower leg, but only correcting the knee axis, but also affecting the alignment of the hindfoot.

PDF | Hindfoot alignment at one year after total knee ...


One-year TKA: a single-center study. (1) After TKA, the hindfoot alignment does not change significantly in the first year following surgery. (2) The hindfoot alignment did not change significantly in the first year following surgery. (3) The hindfoot alignment did not change significantly in the first year following surgery. (4) The hindfoot alignment did not change significantly in the first year following surgery.
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Alignment of the hindfoot following total knee arthroplasty: A syst...
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/346159659...
Background: It has been shown that total knee arthroplasty (TKA) can correct the alignment of the lower limb, not only correcting the knee axis, but also affecting the alignment of the hindfoot.

The Hindfoot Alignment in Total Knee Arthroplasty: A ...
https://doaj.org/article/305f47ea9644809978a1974542cadca...
Category: Hindfoot Introduction/Purpose: Patients with a hindfoot deformity pose a particular challenge when performing a total knee arthroplasty (TKA). DOAJ is a community-curated online directory that indexes and provides access to high quality, open access, peer-reviewed journals.

Alignment of the hindfoot in total knee arthroplasty : a ...
https://biblio.ugent.be/publication/8690932...
Jan 29, 2021 - Arns Patients with a deformity of the hindfoot present a particular challenge when performing total knee arthroplasty (TKA). The literature contains little information about the relationship between TKA and hindfoot alignment. This systematic review aimed to determine from both clinical and radiological studies whether TKA would alter a preoperative hindfoot deformity and whether the ...